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ABSTRACT
Configuration systems have proven themselves efficient tools for structuring complex problems. This
study focusses on the development of a configuration system that enables a designer to arrange its
components and evaluate its performance in an early design stage. An intelligent façade system is
used as input. The system includes a knowledge base, a context and an inference mechanism. The
knowledge base has schemes that define relations between the various components of a façade
system, which are gathered with the help of experts. The criteria of the customer are specified in the
context, which indicates the problem that has to be solved. By comparing the view of the expert on
the assembly, with the criteria set by the customer, a solution-set is calculated. For the calculation
procedure fuzzy logic principles are used. Within the inference mechanism the solution-set is then
evaluated on daylight and energy performance. The result of this work is a prototype that ultimately
serves as a design and decision support system, allowing design engineers to quickly generate and
evaluate multiple solution-sets.
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NOMENCLATURE
2D
3D
AEC
AGP
AI
API
BIM
CAD
CAM
cDA
CFD
DA
DT
EP
ES
GH
HVAC
IFC
IGU
KBS
LED
LOD
PVC
RoA
UDI
UI
UML
VBA

2-Dimensional
3-Dimensional
Architecture, Engineering and Construction
Annual Glare Probability
Artificial Intelligence
Application Programming Interface
Building Information Modeling
Computer Aided Design
Computer Aided Manufacturing
Continuous Daylight Autonomy
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Daylight Autonomy
Decision Table
EnergyPlus
Expert Systems
Grasshopper
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
Industry Foundation Classes
Insulated Glazing Unit (double-glazing)
Knowledge Based System
Light Emitting Diode
Level of Detail
Polyvinyl chloride
Room of Analysis
Useful Daylight Illuminance
User-Interface
Unified Modeling Language
Visual Basic for Applications
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Requirements that are set by the user and government on the functioning of a building, can to
a great extend be traced back to the façade. The building should not only be wind- and water
proof, but users also wish for an environment in which they experience the most comfort and
can perform their tasks optimally. Due to the discovery of new techniques and materials, the
variety in possibilities to construct buildings expands. As a result, buildings are becoming more
complex, whereby the stakeholders are to be more specialized. Through this separation of
disciplines, more people have to cooperate in the design of a building. Therefore, it becomes
more difficult to let them work together on one design. The increased complexity occurs in all
parts of the building. Especially within the façade, the assembly of the various components
and disciplines becomes visible. The façade is becoming intelligent, being able to respond
dynamically to the in- and outdoor environmental changes, optimizing the user’s comfort.
In order to cope with the increased complexity and fragmentation of disciplines, configuration
systems help to bridge the involved parties. Initially, configuration systems were developed for
mass production and product variation purposes, but meanwhile they have been proven
additions during the design phase as well. Through configuration systems, the relationships
between different (sub) systems and product parts can be registered and compared. They
make it possible to advise the customer about the consequences of the design choice, which
contributes to founded decision-making.
This thesis describes a methodology to configure and evaluates intelligent façade systems,
based on customer’s criteria. The intelligent façade system that is used as leading example,
has a rectangular shape, and is designed for school and office functionality. It is called the
Reactive Façade.
The first step in the configuration process is to establish the context of the problem, for which
a solution is to be found. The problem is defined by specifying the boundary conditions and
requirements. These requirements indicate what qualities and limitations the customer sets
on the façade, as the boundary conditions take into account the functionality of space behind
the façade.
The context is connected to the Knowledge base that includes Dutch building regulations,
product information about the reactive façade and a rule-framework. The product family
information describes the functionality of the façade system, which is divided into four
aspects; the Customer’s Needs (CNs), Functional Requirements (FRs), Solutions (S) and
Constraints (C). The relationship between these elements of the product family forms the
heart of the rule-framework.
To define these relationships, knowledge is gained from experts for different façade domains.
Relation schemes are built up according to fuzzy logic principles, which indicate correlation by
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means of a value on the interval [0-1]. A value of 0 indicates no relation, 0,5 a medium relation
and 1,0 a strong relation. The vectors or matrices, which represent these fuzzy relationships,
are called Fuzzy Sets. By comparing the fuzzy sets indicated by the customer to the relationmatrices set by the experts, a solution-set is calculated which meets the customer
requirements. This solution-set is sent to a 3-dimensional modelling environment, where it is
composed. The model is linked to simulation engines, by which the solution-sets can be
evaluated and compared on daylight and energy performance.
The developed methodology enables the customer to configure his/her version of the reactive
façade, and evaluate the performance. The generated solution-sets meet the expectation of
the involved experts, as do the simulation results. By means of the configuration system,
founded design choices can be made. It presents the customer the framework for further
design development, for example proportion, material and color.
However, the developed system is a prototype, which needs further development. Only
rectangular facades can be configured, whereby only one space is to be analyzed per
simulation. In addition, running/executing the simulation is quite time expensive, which may
be lowered through cloud-simulation. Furthermore, the configuration system can be extended
by adopting more parameters regarding aesthetical choices, and taking in account more
detailed specifications of the space behind the configured façade.
The following chapter (2) entails the preliminary study on configuration- and intelligent façade
systems. It contains background information on the history of these systems, explains
definitions and illustrates gaps. Based on these findings, the scope of the research is set.
Chapter 3 explains the functional design of the configuration system, which covers in- and
output values and the overall functioning of the system. Then, chapter 4 clarifies the technical
design of the prototype, which illustrates the modeling procedure of the product family,
calculation of the solutions-set and the simulation process. Chapter 5 discusses the results of
the system, and chapter 6 closes the thesis with a conclusion and proposal for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARY STUDY
Before going into detail upon the functional and technical design of the façade generator, first
the current state of configuration systems is discussed, followed by the functioning of the
intelligent façade systems. Finally, the found gabs in the literature are presented.

2.1 PRODUCT FAMILY CONFIGURATION
In order to configure a product family, the following aspects should be clear;

What is the approach of configuration systems?

Which product will be configured and what are the customer’s needs and functional
requirements?

Which conceptual and methodological framework and software platform will be applied
for the configuration task?

Which relationships exist between the components of the product family and how will
these be mapped?
2.1.1 Approach and development
The past ten years, a great deal of research on approaches and applications of configuration
systems has been conducted (Simpson, 2004). The intended goal of the intelligent façade
configurator is to inform the user about the functional qualities of the intelligent facade – i.e.
the intelligence, performance and presentation -, to support well-considered design and
functional choices. It serves as a design and decision support system. For this reason, this
study will mainly pay attention to configuration systems that focus on the configuration
process in the early stages of the design. Conceptual design regarding product configuration is
describes by Pahl (2007) as follows; “The part of the design process where – by identifying the
essential problems through abstraction, establishing function structures, searching for appropriate
working principles and coming the these into a working structure – the basic solution path is laid
down through the elaboration of a solution principle. Conceptual design specifies the principle
solution.” So during this phase, the empathies lays upon solution finding compare to
embodiment design, which is focused on production.
Configuration process overview
As mentioned, much research on configuration systems has already been performed. Jiao,
Simpson and Siddique (2007) give an overview of the research that has taken place in the last
decade. First, they tried to give an unequivocal definition on what the configuration process
actually is. They use the subsequent definition: "Product family design and development
essentially entails a conceptual structure and overall logical organization of generating a family of
product by proving a generic umbrella to capture and Utilize commonality, within which each new
product is instantiated and extended so as to anchor future designs to a common product line
structure." Jiao en Tsjeng (1999) complement this definition by adding "The rationale lies in not
only unburdening the knowledgebase from keeping variant forms of the same solution, but also in
modeling the design process of an entire class of products that can widely variegate designs based
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on individually customized requirements within a coherent framework." In other words,
configuration systems are capable of recognizing common factors - such as relationships,
structures or connections - within product groups and compile these factors based on user
requirements.
The issues, which occur during the configuration process, can be summarized within a
decision framework as shown in figure 1 (Suh, 2001). Suh (2001) divides the problem into three
issues and distinguishes five domains; customer needs, functional requirements, design
parameters, process variables and logistics variables. The front-end issues focus on the
problems involved in determining the customer’s needs and functional requirements. The
product-family design process links the customer’s needs and the functional requirement, to
the product model and corresponding parameters. Back-End Issues focus on the
manifestation process, how the product actually can be produced and delivered. According to
Jiao, Simpson and Siddique (2007), the mapping of the 'what and how' between these five
areas is the most important part of product family decision making. The intelligent facade
configurator aims to advise the designer in the early stages of the design process, therefore
addresses Front-End issues and Product family design issues.

Figure 1: Holistic view of product family design and development (Suh, 2001)

Figure 2: Main stages of configuration processes (Jiao, Simpson and Siddique, 2007)

Jiao, Simpson and Siddique (2007) give a detailed categorization of the three mentioned
fundamental issues, by reviewing conducted research on configuration processes and
development, from about the last 10 years to the time of writing (2007). According to the
authors, the product configuration process and development can be divided into three
phases. Figure 2 presents these phases. The phases are subsequent, although phase 3 can be
ignored of substituted based on the aim of the configuration. In Phase 1, product portfolio and
positioning product family positioning, the approach of the configuration will be defined.
Phase 2, platform-based product family design, discusses the platform and the associated
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methodologies which are used for the product configuration. In phase 3, manufacturing and
production for product families, the translation from digital configuration (Computer Aided
Design; CAD) to manufacturing (Computer Aided Manufacturing; CAM) are made. Each phase
has its own particular subdivisions, which do not necessarily applied for each configuration
process, this needs to be determined per process. For developing the intelligent façade
configurator, phase 1 and 2 will be of interest. Phase 3 is superfluous in the context of this
research; the production process will be left out of consideration.
Approach
Several studies focus on one specific part of the product configuration process, shown in
figure 2. The following general approaches for configuration processes are recognized:
According to Stefik (1995), "the configuration task selects and arranges instances of parts from a
set", as does Ostrosi et al. (2012b), who state: "most of the conducted research considers the
configurable product modeling as an arrangement problem of a predefined set of components into
a valid product structure ". In order to deal with the arrangement problem, Ostrosi et al. (2012b)
give in their paper the following list of additional approaches to the configuration process
from different authors. “Günther and Kühn (1999) integrate in configuration task the objective to
be accomplished by the configuration process and the control knowledge in relation to the
configuration process. Venon et al. (1999) developed the concept of feasible configurable products
in a CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) approach. Aldanondo and Vareilles (2008) considering
product configuration as a constraint satisfaction problem, and propose a global configuration
approach covering the requirements, product and process configuration. Li et al. (2006), Jiao et al.
(2007) and Liu et al (2009) use genetic algorithms to optimize design of product configuration”.
According to Ostrosi et al. (2012b) the configuration is not only a structural problem but also a
collaborative design problem. As can be concluded, a variety of approaches, which have been
studied and developed are versatile, but are mainly focused on providing a solution for the
arrangement problem.
Fuzzy Logic
Especially in the design phase, there are many uncertain factors that affect the product
configuration - for example the customer’s needs and functional requirements. In order to
address these factors, they can be described fuzzy. This makes is possible to compare the
fuzzy data with each other - high / low - or create a hierarchy - good / better / best. As Ostrosi
and Ferney (2005) indicate; “Through the introduction of fuzziness the subjective nature of the
design for configuration process can be captured…”. Thus, through using fuzziness in the product
design phase, it becomes possible to generate design decision solutions based on imprecise
data; to capture uncertainty within the configuration process. In fact, according to Ostori and
Tié Bi (2010), the communication between the designer and the customer cannot happen
without fuzziness.
2.1.2 Product families
The input for system configuration often refers to ‘product families’. Meyer and Lehnerd (1997)
describe them as follows: “A product family refers to a set of similar products that are derived
from a common platform and yet possess specific features/functionality to meet particular
customer requirements structure”. Ergens en verhulst (1997) complete this definition with: “All
product variants share some common structures and product technologies, which form the
platform of the product family”. Hence, there is a mutual relationship between the components
of a product family. As already mentioned, configuration systems are able to recognize these
relationships.
The way the product families should be modeled, depends on the approach of the
composition procedure. Two types of configuration platforms for product family design are
common, scalable-(Simpson et al, 2001a) and configurational (Du et al 2001, Ullrich, 1995). For
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scalable (parametric) product family design, scaling variables are used to configure the
products, as configurational (module based) product design uses parts of the product family
for the configuration task. The modeled product family is often stored in a (external) product
library.
2.1.3 Configuration platforms
The mapping procedure of relations between components within a product family is based on
research or theory. Domain experts or designers can assign relationships, based on their
experience - for example, the product life of solar panel x increases by using glass type y
instead of alternative glass type z. On the other hand, relationships can be very pragmatic; nut
‘x’ only fits on bolt ‘y’.
The platform used for configuration, will affect the kind of relationships established between
the components within the product family, as well by what rule-framework these relationships
are identified and structured. Two systems, which are frequently applied during configuration
processes, are Expert System’s (ES) and Knowledge Based System’s (KBS).
ES and KBS
When expert knowledge is used during the configuration process, the system is often referred
to as an Expert System. “An expert system is one in which human expert knowledge about a
specific domain is encoded in an algorithm or computer system” (Luger, 2002). ES and KBS are
closely related, but differ from one-another, in a way that expert systems are to be seen as a
network with carefully implemented rules, storing knowledge from a specific domain. A
Knowledge Based System can represent knowledge of multiple disciplines, which are not
necessarily bounded to rules of to one specific domain. Both systems are part of Artificial
Intelligence (AI); the domain where intelligence artificial mechanism are studied and developed
(Haartsen, Brouwer and Mihl, 1999). Some papers use other names for the configuration
systems, such as rule-based systems, (Gagne, Anderse and Norford, 2011), grammar-based
design systems (Ostrosi et al., 2012a) of advice tool (Ochoa and Capeluto, 2009). Although the
names differ, commonly they use on or more principles from ES or KBS.
Rule-Framework
Three rules are to be described, which are used to represent the logic of an ES or KBS. Of
course, there a many different possible methodologies, but these occur of value for the
configuration of an intelligent façade. The IF-THEN rule, Grammars and Heuristics will be
discussed.
IF-THEN rule - A frequent used expert rule is the IF-THEN rule. This rule is based on logical
implications, assuming antecedent (left part of a production line, which has to be satisfied to
be able to use the rule) and consequent (right part of the production line, this is the result of
the applied rule). The rules in this system are able to deal with fuzziness; “logic to emulate the
human thought process” (Siler, 2004). The following example of the IF-THEN rule comes from
the paper written by Gagne, Andersen and Norford (2009). They use this rule within their ES to
explore daylighting design. The fuzzy rules are divided into four sets of rule-bases. The first
line of this rule determines the priority of each sensor. The IF-THEN rule that is linked to this
design is described as ‘IF SensorPerformance is bad AND UserPriority is High, THEN
SensorPriority is High’. The IF-THEN rules indicate how relationships between product families
should to be described, in order to to come to a particular solution.
Grammars - Another name for a set of rules that may be applicable during a configuration
process are Grammars. A description of the term is given by Cagan (2001); “Grammars are
production systems that can generate designs according to a specific set of user-defined rules”.
Ostrosi et al. (2012a) complete this through: “Grammars represent pattern of some classes,
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through proper definition of primitives.” They refer to shape grammars. Ostrosi et al. (2012a)
give an overview of research investigation in engineering shape grammars, categorized in
three types; engineering shape-based grammars, grammar-based methods for mechanical
systems design and grammar-based methods applied to feature-based modeling. Grammars
provide the rules of a language. They indicate the relationships between the components,
wherein the language describes how these relationships will correspond. The Fuzzy
Configuration Grammar proposed by Ostrosi et al. (2012b) entails the connections –
structures, joints and features – between the product parts. Fuzzy production rules - including
algorithms using IF-THEN rules - eventually links the connections.
Heuristics - Heuristics can be used when searching for a fast, but not optimal solution.
Henriques et al. (2012) define a heuristic as follows: “Heuristics are rationals used to identify
good solution in a short time, rather than optimal solution which would consume much more time
to identify”. Time, level of optimization and amount of solutions are import factors for this
approach. A heuristic defines a rule that applies within a particular domain. The following
example of an application of heuristics comes from the paper of Henriques et al. (2012). They
use a heuristic search method, which indicates the quantity and quality of a particular skylight
arrangement. Five separate heuristics are used for this purpose; one of them will be
described. Heuristic one searches for the maximum amount of sunlight, thereby minimizing
the shadow effect. This is realized by setting the angle of the façade panel parallel to the
vector of the sun.
2.1.4 Platform connections
The rule-system and product family library can be addressed as separate models, as
mentioned by Hotz and Wolter (2013). They state, “From the configuration point of view, model
construction deals with the composition of arbitrary artifacts on the basis of logical theory. This view
provides a strict separation of the logical theory, i.e. the knowledge base or configuration model,
and the logical model, i.e. the configuration or actually the construction”. This concerns both
parametric- as configurational product design.
An expert system represents the logic of the configuration system, but usually does not have
(3d-) modeling functionally. Therefore, external modeling tools are used to build and store the
product family. The ES and modeling application are then linked together. Following, examples
will illustrate how configuration systems are based on ES and modeling tools. Myung and Han
(2001) describe the parametric modeling process of machine tool, and propose a framework,
which parametrically models a machine tool assembly bases on a design expert system. The
system combines an expert systems shell (intelligent Rules Element) to a CAD system (Solid
Edge). Lee and Han (2010) describe the configuration design process of a train bogie with a
design expert system called BODES, which consists of an inference engine and three
knowledge bases. BODES uses function taxonomy and TRIZ, by applying Unified Modeling
Language (UML) Gagne, Andersen and Norford (2011) proposed an interactive, goal-based
expert system for daylighting design, using fuzzy rule-based decision-making logic and a
daylighting knowledge-base, to inform about design changes, given an existing design.
Knowledge Based Systems’ are capable of managing the rule-framework and the product
family. Next, examples of KBS used for configuration are summarized. Ferlfernig et al. (2000)
use ontologies for their Unified Modeling Language (UML) configuration model. “An Ontology is
an explicit specification of a conceptualization” (Gruber, 1995). Ochoa and Capeluto (2009)
present NewFacades; a model that helps pass from ideas to significant concepts, in the design
of intelligent façade, by using energy and visual comfort strategies, to suggest a range of good
starting solutions. Ostri et al. (2012b) propose G-APIC (Grammars based Agents for Product
Integrated Configuration), in the course of which four corresponding communities of agents –
specification, function, solution and constraints - operate within the platform. PPICO (Platform
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for Product Integrated Configuration and Optimization), introduced by Ostrosi and Tié Bi
(2010), solves the p median problem, which leads to the optimal solution for the configuration.
Henriques et al. (2012) developed a skylight system that responds to both external,
environmental conditions and adjustable internal functional demands. Ostrosi al. (2012)
developed a grammar-based design approach to support both the computer-aided design
(CAD) for configuration and computing in CAD systems.
The intelligent façade configurator will represent the knowledge of a collection of disciplines,
and therefore tends to an Expert System. After setting the user’s needs and functional
requirements, therefore using expert knowledge or documentation the type of system will
become final.

2.2 THE INTELLIGENT FAÇADE
After looking into the methodologies used for designing a product family configuration system,
now the technology for the configuration procedure is discussed; an intelligent façade. A
definition of an intelligent façade is given, a state-of-the-art system is described and
configuration systems for intelligent façade purposes are discussed.
2.2.1 Intelligence
The facade is an important part of the building. Over the years, the requirements for the
façade have increased. This applies both for the demands, set by the building regulations –
such as fire safety, ventilation, thermal- and sound insulation – and client or user – like
aesthetics, users-comfort and energy consumption.
Technological developments - partly based on the stern demands - have led to the point, as
where the facade can be called intelligent. Ochea and Capeluto (2009) define this type of
façade as follows: “The term intelligent façade refers to those that respond dynamically to demands
posed by outside environment and inside occupancy, following energy-conscious principles and
maintaining user comfort”. The energy consumption and the users comfort are the spearheads
of intelligent facades, aiming to make optimal use of available natural energy sources. Factors,
which influence the users comfort, are often thermal, hygienic and / or visual. (Haartsen,
Brouwer and Mihl, 1999).
The development of the façade, until the current intelligent state, has gone gradually.
Haartsen, Brouwer and Mihl (1999) distinct five type of façade systems. In chronological order,
these are autonomous, additive, integrated, dynamic and intelligent. With each subsequent
system, the filter function of the façade between the in- and outdoor environment increases.
In order to refer to an intelligent building it should prove intelligence; it needs to possess a
system which can generate environmental input, interpreted this data, formulate a response
and carry over the output to its environment (Haartsen, Brouwer and Mihl, 1999). These types
of systems are usually developed within the Artificial Intelligence domain. They are based on
Domotica, a junction of Domus and Robotic, which refers to automatized steered systems and
appliances, aiming for adopting users functions (Haartsen, Brouwer and Mihl, 1999).
An example of a state-of-the-art intelligent façade system is described by Lichtenberg (2012).
The façade is called ‘the Reactive Façade’ (de Reactive gevel), and has been developed based
on collaborative design. It functions as a fully automatic system, constantly anticipating on the
in- and outdoor environment. Integrated sensors measure the wind-speed, in- and outdoor
temperature, atmospheric humidity, sunray-level, daylighting and CO2. The indoor
environment can be personalized by the user, if necessary overruling the system. Figure 3
illustrates the imbedded functionality of the intelligent façade.
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Figure 3: Morphological scheme of the Reactive facades automatized functions (Lichtenberg, 2012)

2.2.2 Users comfort
Multiple studies have been conducted on systems that can contribute to the users comfort,
principle of an intelligent facade. The following examples refer to visual comfort. Cardoso et al.
(2009) designed a tactile, responsive façade element that changes is transparency in response
to its environment, using organic components as opposed to the more expensive metal oxides
or LCD’s. Krietemeyer and Dyson (2011) used parametric modeling as a generative design and
analysis tool, this to examine the technical intricacies linking system variables with visual
comfort, daylight quality, and pattern design of the proposed electropolymeric dynamic façade
technology.
Configuration can be part of the research for intelligent façade systems. Although the
following papers already have been addressed in this document, the used methodology for
intelligent façades will be discussed in more detail in this section. Gagne et al. (2011) propose
an expert system for daylighting design, which uses fuzzy rule-based decision-making logic
and a database to inform the user about possible positive design changes. The external
knowledge base contains pre-simulated daylight data and information about how possible
design changes influence the illumination en glare. Examples of possible changes are changes
of the window size or the addition of shading devices. By linking on the knowledge base to an
Expert System, advice can be given upon the effect of the design change for the user’s visual
comfort. The daylight evaluation system proposed by Henriques et al. (2012) uses the daylight
simulation engine called Radiance (Radiance, 2013). In this particular case, Radiance was linked
to Rhinoceros, the program that is uses to determine the configuration based on five
heuristics. This setup explores the user’s visual comfort, by searching for adequate illuminance
and low visual contrast.
The Newfacades project, introduced by Ochoa and Capeluto (2009), explores the user’s visual
comfort in combination with energy saving. The application uses the simulation program
called EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus, 2013), to give an advice bases on technical specifications input.
First, the user needs to specify design concepts, - such as location, orientation and occupancy.
These concepts are translated to simulation components - as of windows-size, glass-type and
insulation. EnergyPlus can translate this input, generating detailed technical specifications.

2.3 FINDINGS
The main conclusion from the literature is that little research has been conducted into product
family configuration systems, which use simulation models to display the performance of the
product. As intelligent facades being the subject of the configuration task - therefore per
definition dealing with energy-saving concepts -, it seems to be a logical step to inform the
designer on the effect on energy saving and users comfort factors, based on the chosen
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configuration. Especially during the design phase, where changes are still possible, this
product performance information is of relevance.
The articles addressing the configuration process are mainly focused on the way the
relationships are established, thereby aiming on the fabrication of the product. Further
applications of the configured product remain underexposed, just where e.g. use for Building
Information Modeling (BIM), Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or energy performance
analysis is evident. Taking BIM into account, wherein collaborative design plays an important
role, there are still interesting gabs to fill. For example, how to deal with interoperability after
the model is configurated? What product libraries are to be used and what role can de
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) play to facilitate this? Looking at the coupling of product
configuration to simulation tools, the literature relevant to this context is whether focuses on
one specific domain – e.g. visual factors -, not linked to product configuration – e.g. advice
based on design concepts - or applies simulation for different purposes - e.g. finite element
analysis.
Another conclusion found in the literature, is the intelligent façade, which serves as input for
the configuration system. The Reactive Façade meets the requirements; it is a complex
intelligent façade, composed of sub-systems from different disciplines, being the result of
collaborative design. The design and functionality is therefore suitable as a starting point.
2.3.1 Objective
I propose a configuration system that enables the designer to compose an intelligent façade
based on product performance, through simulation processes. The configuration system
serves as a decisions support system in the early stage of the design phase, to inform the
designers about the users comfort factors based on the chosen configuration.
Simulation tools are to be directly linked to the product family configuration task. By coupling
the tools, compared to using pre-simulated data, cleaner and more generic solutions are
found. The Reactive Façade will serve as starting input of the intelligent façade generator.
2.3.2 Research Question(s)
How to develop a generic method, which enables to compose an intelligent façade system, based on
product performance, using product families, a rule-framework and simulation processes.
Sub questions;

Which requirement and functions apply to the Reactive Façade, concerning product energy
performance / users comfort?

Which conceptual and methodological framework & software platform will be applied for the
configuration task?

Which relationships exist between the components of the product family and how will these be
mapped?
2.3.3 Use-Case
The configuration system is designed for customers (designers, developers, etc.), who want to
investigate the possibilities for assembling the Reactive Façade in the early stages of the
design. The main supplier managers the system, as they are the product experts.
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CHAPTER 3
THE FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
As illustrated by the literature study, configuration systems function as ES or KBS. Therefore, a
model of an expert system will be discussed which goes into detail on the typical core
components of such a system, explained by Chau and Albermani (2004). The authors state an
ES usually consists out of a knowledge base, context and inference mechanism. The
knowledge base can be seen as the heart the system, which includes the data and rules that
apply for the system. The context grasps the problem for which a solution has to be found.
The context and knowledge base come together by the interference mechanism / engine. By
means of the inference mechanism, the façade is assembled and evaluated. This format of an
expert system is used as a first step of explaining the overview of the functional design. These
three elements are the guiding principles for this chapter. The context and knowledge base
form the input for the façade generator and the inference mechanism is the output.

3.1 CONTEXT
The context structures the problem for which a solution is to be found. Therefore, it should be
known what the function of the building / room is, for which the façade is configurated and
which needs and constraint apply for the façade itself. The requirements set for the room are
to be seen as independent variables as they entail the facts, being fixed conditions. The
requirements set for the façade show the dependent variables, defining the aspects which can
be tuned to satisfy the customer’s criteria.
3.1.1 Independent variables
The independent variables indicate the facts for the configuration and analysis. It assumes
they are fixed conditions; the customer cannot change the function of the building nor change
the dimensions of the plan. These variables are the boundary conditions of the design. To set
the boundary, the following aspects are to be defined;
Situation




Location – refers to the City where the building is located (e.g. Amsterdam)
Situation – refers to the density and height of the surrounding buildings. Options for the
variable are City or Suburbs.
Orientation – refers to the orientation of the building and façade. Options for the variables
are E, SE, S, SW, W. Orientation to the North are disregarded, considering the simulation is
focused on thermal and visual performance. Therefore it is less interesting to take this
option into account.

Function



Building type – refers to the type of building, which influences the regulatory. Option for
the variables are new development or renovation.
Function – refers to the function of the building. Options for the variable may be the
functions that are suitable for the reactive façade, which are in particular schools and
offices.
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Room of Analysis (RoA)






Type – refers to the type of activity in the room. The variable may take a value of all
suitable room types for the selected function of the building. E.g. meeting rooms or
working space.
Occupation – refers to the amount of people that occupy the room. The variable may take
a numerical value in persons.
Occupation time – refers to time a day the room is occupied. Options for the variable are
always, 8 am till 6 pm, never.
Dimensions – Height, Width and Depth of the room. This variable takes a numerical value
in meters.

3.1.2 Dependent variables
After defining the boundary conditions for the design, the customer is to indicate his / her
preferences towards the façade’s concept and constraints. The Reactive Façade (Lichtenberg,
2012) forms the input of the system. The rectangular curtain-wall façade, functions as a fully
automatic system, constantly anticipating on the in- and outdoor environment. Figure 4
illustrates the façade appearance and dimensions.

Figure 4: The appearance and dimension of Reactive Façade (Lichtenberg 2012)

The Customer’s Needs (CNs)
On the façade system, the user sets his / her demands, which are called the Customer’s Needs
(CNs). These CNs indicate which qualities the customer considers important. By defining the
CNs, the aspired functionality within the façade is distilled. The relevance of each concept
(presented below) is to be indicated by a level of importance, which later on is used for the
calculation of the solution set. The following CNs are specified;







Sustainability future prospect – refers to the aim of sustainability. Although this word is
frequently used nowadays, the definition can be interpreted in multiple ways. Regarding
this concept, it refers to regulations set for the façade now and in the future. The question
is: should the insulation value meet the current regulation criteria, or does the designer
aim for a façade with satisfy the demand for the upcoming 10 years? This concept as well
refers to the embedded technique. Should the building meet the future requirements?
Lightness and Transparency – sets the design intention, by referring to the openness of
the façade and material usage. Should it be as open and bright as possible, or is a more
balanced option between open and closed preferred? (Ochoa and Capeluto, 2009)
Low Visual Constant – refers techniques used for lowering the visual contrast between the
in- and outdoor environment.
Energy Saving – refers to principles applied in order to reuse or / and optimize warmth
and light, by which the energy demand is lowered / optimized.
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Sophistication – refers to the degree of possible automation principles embedded in the
façade; what level of intelligence is preferred?

Constraints (C)
The constraints represent the restrictions the customer sets on the façade system. As of the
CNs, the relevance of the constraints are indicated with a degree of importance. The following
restrictions are selected for the composition of this product;





Low development and production costs – refers to the relevance of cost. What is the
budget of the customer?
Little maintenance – refers to the maintenance of the façade products. Relates to indooror outdoor usage, replacement particles, cleaning, etc.
Common availability – refers to the possibility of standardization. Is the particular part on
stock, what is the production time, colors variations, etc.
Suitable for regular transport – refers to logistics. Where is the building situated, what are
dimensions of components, etc.

3.2 KNOWLEDGE BASE
The knowledge base represents a collection of general facts, rules and expert knowledge that
is used for solving the context problem. First, the components of the product family are
clarified, by defining the product functions and solutions. Next, the properties of the solutions
are discussed, which are needed for simulation. Finally it will be explained how the
relationships between the elements of the product family are mapped.
3.2.1 The product family
In the context paragraph, the CNs and constraints are specified. In addition to these aspects,
the functional requirements (FRs) and solutions are defined. Whereas the CNs and constraints
are formulated in a conceptual manner, the FRs and solutions give a concrete interpretation of
physical outcomes.
Regulations
Besides the requirements set by the customer, there are governmental regulations which have
to be met. These are the first set of criteria that apply to the product family; if these are not
met, continuation of a configuration process is unnecessary. In the Netherlands, these
regulations are documented in the ‘Bouwbesluit 2012’. This document describes the regulation
for all building types. Appendix A shows an example of rules that apply for an office function.
Functional Requirements (FRs)
The FRs indicates which functional demands are imposed on the reactive façade. The follow
main functions apply to this type of façade system.






Support separation / filtering outdoor from indoor climate – refers to shelter from
temperature changes, rain, wind, dust, noise, pollution.
Support automated functionality – adoption of customer functions, by generating input,
interpreted data, reaction and steering (Domotica)
Support control of (visible) daylight entering the building – refers to the exclusion,
guidance, dimming, refraction and reflection of outdoor light entering the building.
Support temperature control of indoor climate – refers to the exclusion of IR radiation and
steering / functions of the HVAC system.
Support energy reclamation – refers to the principles of saving energy, as night cooling,
LED, solar panels, warmth recuperation, etc.
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Solutions (S)
The solutions represent all the physical outcomes of the configuration process that are
structured by different classes of the façade. The solutions cover all possible functional design
options. A class can hold as much solutions as is needed or desired, and is selected from
supplier documentation. The selected solutions have a major impact on the customer and
functional requirements. The amount of solutions is therefore less important; it is more
interesting to examine the differences between the solutions, by looking at the extremes.
Furthermore, regarding user comfort and energy saving, it is more relevant to compare
different type of shading devices with one another (TNO, 2011), than (e.g.) the construction
type. On this basis, the following alternative solutions classes apply:











Construction – refers to the type of material. Optional solutions are steel and aluminum,
being frequently applied as a materials for curtain walls.
Glazing – refers to the insulation value and type of glazing. Optional solutions are
standard insulation glazing, reflective glass (sunglass; filters solar radiance and visible
light) and selective glass (filters Solar radiance)
Paneling – refers to type of material and insulation factor. Optional solutions are panels
with different dimensions and insulation factors.
Screens – refers to the transparency–, reflectance- and absorption factors for in- and
outdoor screens. Options are metallic (reflection) and common screens, in black and white
editions.
Blinds – refers to the reflectivity and factors of external blinds. Optional solutions are two
types of blinds, which differ from one another in color and ration opened / closed.
HVAC – refers to the type and capacity of the installation for heating and cooling. Optional
solutions are all decentralized installations systems, differing from type (mechanical /
natural) and ventilation capacity.
Artificial lighting – refers to the type of indoor lighting. Optional solutions are two types of
LED’s, with different dimming functionalities.

In overview, figure 5 illustrates the morphological scheme of the classes and solutions that
meet the underlying configuration. The solutions are simplified.
Properties
In order to run correct simulations, the solutions of the product family should have specific
properties, which are documented in a database. The nature of the properties refer to the
specific solution characteristics; (e.g.) for to the construction, weight and maximal spanning
are relevant, as for screens are light transmittance, reflectance and absorption. Of course
universal properties apply as well, such as dimensions and color.
Modelling
The solutions of reactive façade are modeled in a 3D parametric environment. Adopting 3D
modeling within the process has multiple benefits; it contributes to the customer’s
understanding of the assembled product, it has visualization purposes and reduces modeling
time afterwards (architectural and / or analytic purposes). By modeling the product family in a
scalable way, the boundary condition for the room as well the concept variation can easily be
set and / or adjusted.
3.2.2 Mapping of relationships
After defining the CNs, FRs, Solutions and the Constraints of the product family, relationships
between these components are mapped. For this procedure, first the principle of fuzzy logic is
clarified. Next, the notations of the product family components are presented and finally the
relations are built between the components based on expert knowledge.
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Construction

S1: Aluminum

S2: Steel

Glazing

S3: Insulated

S4: Reflective
(Sunglass)

Paneling

S6: 80 mm

S7: 100 mm

Shading (int.)

S8: Silverscreen,
white

S9: Screen, white

S10: Silverscreen,
black

S11: Screen,
Black

Shading (ext.)

S12: Black

S13: White

S14: Blinds (angel
90-58)

S15: Blinds
(angel 90-0)

HVAC

S16: mechanical,
60-120

S17: mechanical,
80-200

S18: natural, 30-80

S19: LED, dim

S20: LED; no-dim

S5: Selective
(Filters IR)

Artificial
Lighting

Figure 5: Morphological scheme of solutions for the reactive facade

Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic makes it possible to capture and interpret the criteria of the customer within initial
stages; “fuzzy logic systems are heuristic solutions to real word problems” (fuzzyTech, 2013).
Unlike classic logic - which states the outcome is ‘true’ or ‘false’ - the truth of any statement in
fuzzy logic is a matter of degree. During this process, language is converted into the numeric
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data. Regarding to the mapping procedure, the following definitions apply (illustrated with an
example regarding temperature; figure 6):







Linguistic variables - variable of which the value is word (e.g.; cold, cool, warm, hot)
Membership functions – degree of value, which satisfies the linguistic concept. This value
falls into the interval [0-1]. (e.g. 5° will score 1,0 to linguistic concept ‘Cool’)
Fuzzification – transformation from crisp values into grades of membership for linguistic
terms (e.g. 7° will score 0.6 to the linguistic concept cool, and 0.2 to the concept warm)
Defuzzification - transformation from level of membership into linguistic terms (e.g. if cold
has a membership value of 0,72 and cool of 0,28; cold will be the indicated temperature
state.)
Fuzzy Set – Vector of matrix of values with fits the linguistic variables. (e.g. matrix showing
the membership functions for the temperature state ‘Cold’.

Figure 6: Illustration of the principle of fuzzy logic

Approach
For the configuration process, principles from the fuzzy theory are used. However, not every
indicated step presented by the temperature example is exactly followed. This is because the
preferences of the customer are not crisply defined; therefore the domain of the linguistic
variables cannot be specified. Per step is explained how it applies to the configuration of the
reactive façade.
Linguistic variables, fuzzification and Fuzzy Sets
No fuzzification takes places during the process, the defined preferences by the customer are
directly translated to the fuzzy sets CNs and C. The relevance is indicated by a degree of
importance, which are described with linguistics. They are directly translated to a membership
function (figure 7). The customer per need and constraint, which results in two fuzzy sets,
indicating the degree of importance.
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Figure 7: Translation for degree of importance to membership function
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The grade of membership is hereby noted as follows;

A fuzzy set ‘A’ is defined by a set or ordered pair, a binary relation. The following notation
applies:

With;
A = fuzzy set
µ A (x) = membership function
x = element x is a real number, µ A (x) in the interval [0-1]
Formula 1
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Fuzzy relations
Following, the fuzzy sets are compared with documented expert knowledge, which indicates
the relationships between the various aspects of the reactive façade. In order to compare the
sets, relationship schemes are defined, showing the correlations between the CNs, FR, S and C.
The FR and S are noted as follows:

Functional requirements
F = {f1, f2, …fi…fn}
With;
F = set of (family) product functions
i = 1,2…n
fi = fuzzy set of function i
Reactive Façade’s FRs:
F = {f1, f2, f3, f4, f5}
f1

Support separation / filtering outdoor from indoor climate

f2

Support automated functionally

f3

Support control of (visible) daylight entering the building

f4

Support temperature control of indoor climate

f5

Support energy reclamation principles
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Solutions
S = {s1, s2, …si…sn}
With;
S = set of alternative solutions
i = 1,2…n
si = fuzzy set of solution i
Reactive Façade’s Solutions:
S = {s1, s2, …s19, s20}
s1

Construction; steel

s2

Construction: aluminium

s3

Glazing; HR++

s4

Glazing; Reflective (Sunglass)

s5

Glazing; Selective (Filters IR)

s6

Paneling; 80 mm

s7

Paneling; 100 mm

s8

Screens: interior, Silverscreen, white

s9

Screens; Interior, common, white

s10

Screens: interior, Silverscreen, black

s11

Screens; Interior common, black

s12

Screen; Exterior, Black

s13

Screen; Exterior, White

s14

Blinds; exterior, Solmatic 80, rails, grey, angel 90-58

s15

Blinds; exterior, Solmatic 80, cable, grey, angle 90-0 (closed)

s16

HVAC; mechanical, 60-120 m3/h

s17

HVAC; mechanical, 80-200 m3/h

s18

HVAC; natural, 30-80 m3/h

s19

Artificial lighting: LED, 30w, 2800 lux, 50.000 hours, dim.

s20

Artificial lighting: LED, 52w, 3300 lux, 30.000 hours, no-dim.
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The fuzzy relationships are established on the basis of the following definitions;

Cartesian product

With;
A x B = subset of the universal sets U1 and U2
A fuzzy relation on A x B is defined as the set

With;
R = fuzzy relation on A x B
R (x, y) = function in two variables of the membership function. It gives the degree of
membership of the ordered pair (x, y) in R associating with each pair (x, y) in A x B, a real
number in the interval [0-1]. The degree of membership indicates the degree to which x is in
relation with y.
Formula 2

This results to fuzzy relations matrixes. A fuzzy matrix indicates the fuzzy relation between the
ordered pair, presented through the degree of membership. For example - considering the
CNs and FRs -, a relation is defined between the CN ‘Sustainability future prospect’ and the FR
‘Support separation / filtering outdoor from indoor climate’. A value of 0,9 indicates a very
strong fuzzy relation between this pair, where 0,1 indicates almost no correlation. The
following relationscheme are defined;








Fuzzy relationship 1 (Rel1) - Relationship between the universal set of U and F.
o Indicates degree of membership of which the CN relate to the FR (Formula 2)
Fuzzy relationship 2 (Rel2) - Relationship between the universal set of F’s.
o Indicates degree of membership of which the F relates to the F. The FRs have
their own relationship scheme because of the importance and complexity of the
product family’s functions; it is difficult to make the input and output transparent.
One method used to capture the functional structure is by means of a functional
network. These relationships are based on energy, material and signal flow (Pahl,
2007).
Fuzzy relationship 3 (Rel3) - Relationship between the universal set of F and S.
o Indicates degree of membership of which the S fulfills the F. (Formula 2)
Fuzzy relationship 4 (Rel4) - Relationship between the universal set of Rel2 and Rel3.
o This relation is established in order to combine the functional network with the
solution. The outcome of this relationship can be calculated by the max-min
composition. (Formula 3)
Fuzzy relationship 4 (Rel5) - Relationship between the universal set of S and C.
o Indicates degree of membership of which the Solution fulfills the Constraint.
(Formula 2)
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Figure 8: Fuzzy relations overview set for the product family

Composition
Be means of the fuzzy membership matrixes, a solution set is calculated based on the
customer’s criteria. First the customer defines a fuzzy set U’ over U, which shows what needs a
particular customer has, and how the needs are perceived by the experts (Oskosi, 2010). This
comparison takes place through composition. In order to combine fuzzy relations for different
product spaces with one another, an operation called ‘composition’ applies. Within fuzzy logic
applications, the max-min composition method is best known (Siddique, 2009). The max-min
composition is noted as follows:
The two relations, which are combined

The max-min composition is then the fuzzy set

With;
µ R1 and µ R2 = membership function of a fuzzy relation of fuzzy sets.
Formula 3

As the Min Composition

With;
µ R1 and µ R2 = membership function of a fuzzy relation of fuzzy sets.
Formula 4

By means of max-min composition and the established relationship between the U and F
(Rel1), the customers product function F’ can be computed. This mathematical step is repeated
for the calculation for the solution-set S’ (figure 9). This indicates the most suitable set without
constraints.
Next, the customers set the constraints for the façade, resulting in the fuzzy set C’. This makes
it possible to calculate – again by using max-min composition and the membership matrix
(Rel5) – S’’ over S. The fuzzy set S” shows the solutions, which satisfy the customer’s
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constraints. As a result of the calculation of solution set S’ and S” constrains, now the fuzzy
solution set S can be computed using the min-composition (Formula 4). Figure 9 illustrates the
process of the calculation of the solution-set.

Figure 9: Flowchart for the calculation of the solution set
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Defuzzification
Finally, the solution fuzzy set is converted to a solution set. Decision tables, converted to IFTHEN rules, mean that no discrepancies occur; consensual solutions. Therefore, the following
rules apply;





Rule 1: Determine solution priority per class
For each class, the solution(s) are selected with the highest membership function.
Rule 2: determine if per class there are contradicting solutions.
Solutions with identical maximal priority
Rule 3: If a confliction occurs within a class, the selection of a solution is based on Decision
the Table (DT)

The DTs anticipate on the relations between the alternative solutions. For example, the
solutions for the classes glass and shading may contradict with one another, the DT avoids the
selection of a double shading system. The following diagram shows the flow chart for the
calculation of the Solution Set.
3.2.3 Overview System input
To summarize, the following aspects are to be defined by the context and knowledge base.
Designer and / or Expert(s):

Customer’s needs,

Functional requirements,

Solutions,

Constraints

Parametric model of product family

Fuzzy relation matrixes between components of product family

Regulation
Customer;

Boundary conditions

Criteria set; fuzzy sets (needs and constraints)

3.3 INFERENCE MECHANISM / ENGINES
This aspect of the configuration system uses the knowledge base to modify the context, in
order to provide a solution for the defined problem. For determining the correct output of the
system, first the desired results are specified. Numerical and visual data outcomes are
favored. Numerical data because it is exact, which makes it suitable for the comparison of
results. Visual data, because it give a clear and fast understand of the results, and the
assembled reactive façade.
3.3.1 Visualization of the solution set
Based on the boundary conditions and the solution set, a parametric model is built. This
model is used for daylight and thermal analysis. In order to run simulations, the model should
meet specific requirements. For example; a model used for thermal analysis should usually
have a low level of detail (LOD) and is built only from solids (Breps) and coplanar surfaces
In order to give the customer a clear understanding of the façade system, the systems can
generate in- and outdoor visualizations. This outcome is one of the first results presented to
the customer; changes - e.g. towards dimensions –can still be made easily. Is serves as a visual
check before running the simulations.
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3.3.2 Simulation of the solution set
Although experts can predict which psychical solution will function optimally for a particular
requirement, it is hard to say anything about the amounts. Daylight and thermal analysis are
suitable for simulation; they strongly relate to the customer’s comfort criteria and energyperformance, and little can be said about them without simulation, as too many factors
influence the outcome. The following outcomes are specified:
Daylight analysis

Daylight availability – indicates the amount of natural daylight entering the room of
analysis. Based on the data, statement can be made about supplement light sources.
Numerical and visual data as an outcome.

Glare – if the lighting ration of a room exceeds a particular threshold, thereby being
experienced as annoying, it is called glare. Although the threshold varies per person, it is
frequently set on 2000 (cd/m2)
Energy analysis

Heating load – refers to the amount of annual energy consumption (kWh) needed for
heating the room of analysis. Numerical data.

Cooling load - refers to the amount of annual energy consumption (kWh) needed for
cooling the room of analysis. Numerical data.

Lighting load – refers to the energy consumption (kWh) of the interior light. Numerical
data.

Costs – bases on the simulated annual loads, annual energy costs are indicated.

3.4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Now that it is known what the in- and outputs for the façade generator are, the operation of
the system itself is discussed. The description of this process is divided into multiple parts.
Firstly, the dataflow and use case are explained. Secondly, a scheme shows the functioning of
the system, supported by a use-case diagram. Finally, a class diagram is used to illustrate the
relationship between systems elements.
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3.4.1 Activity diagram

IndicateBoundaryConditions
IndicateRequirements

CalculateSolutionSet

ValidateBoundaryConditions

[ Invalid ]
EvaluateSolutionSet
[ Valid ]

SetOrientation

Assemble3DModel

SetLocation

SimulateSolutionSet

[ Visual ]

RenderVisualisation

[ Thermal ]

AnalyseDaylight

AnalyseEnergyPerformance

CalculateCosts

EvaluateResults

[ Invalid / Comparision ]

[ Valid ]

Figure 10: UML Activity diagram of the configuration system
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3.4.2 Class Diagram
The final functional design is captured within a UML class diagram presented below in figure
11

Context (criteria)
UserInterface
-Independant variables
-LinguisticVariables

*

1

-Situation
-Function
-Room of Analysis
-RequirmentSet
-ConstraintSet

InferanceMechanism

1*

Parametric
Model

-Modeling platform

*

1

1

*
1

*

Simulation

1
Explanation Facility

*

*
*

DaylightAnalysis

Visualisation

KnowledgeBase

-Availability
-Glare
-Radiance

-Interior
-Exterior

1

-SolutionSet

*

*

1
1

Regulation

FuzzyRuleFramework
-FuzzySets
-Compostion
-Fuzzyfication
-FuzzyRelations

-BouwBesluit2012

*
*

ProductFamily

1

1

-Orientation
-Dimension
-Properties
-Documentation

*

1
1
1
*
Customer Requirement
-Sustainability
-Lightness&Transparency
-LowVisualContrast
-EnergySaving
-Sophistication

*

*
Functional Requirement

**

-Filtering
-Automation
-DaylightControle
-TemperatureControle
-EnergyReclemation

*

Solution

**

-Construction
-Glazing
-Paneling
-Shading
-HVAC

Constraint

**

-Costs
-Maintanence
-Standarization
-Logistics

Figure 11: UML class diagram of the configuration system
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ThermalAnalysis
-Loads

CHAPTER 4
THE TECHNICAL DESIGN
After specifying the functional design of the façade generator, now the technical design is
discussed. A major concern in the technical design is how the different software packets work
together. For an integral approach, the software used by multiple experts is to be coupled.
This prototype functions as an example of how this can be achieved for configuration
purposes. The tool chain of the system is presented in figure 12.

Figure 12: Tool chain of the configuration system

4.1 PARAMETRIC MODELING OF THE PRODUCT FAMILY
4.1.1 Rhinoceros and Grasshopper (GH)
Robert McNeel Rhinoceros is a NURBS modeling program which, in combination with the
open-source grasshopper plug-in is very suitable for parametric design. Definitions in
Grasshopper (GH) are built through algorithms, which represent an exact set of steps / rules
that are to be taken in order to come to a particular solution / outcome. A definition is built by
connecting the Grasshopper components with one another through wires. These components
are part of a category and can represent all sorts of modeling parameters, calculations or
transformations. The result of a definition is monitored in the viewport of Rhinoceros. The
combination of tools gives exact control over the model, providing a generic approach that can
be used for analytical purposes.
4.1.2 The outline
By means of the boundary conditions, first the outline of the model is created. It starts with by
a point (figure 13, A1) that is moved / copied in several directions over the y and z-axes.
Between these points, lines are drawn, and between the lines, surfaces are created through
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lofting operations. This represents the outline / frame of the intelligent façade’s, whereupon
the alternative solutions of the classes are built (figure 13, A2). By changing the coordinates of
outline points, the dimension of the frame can be adjusted.

Figure 13: Grasshopper definition of façade outline

4.1.3 Façade components
Each element of the facade has its own definition, which is a continuation upon the created
outline. Because the different script definitions are to a great extend built from the same
components, only two are clarified here. Starting with the window definition (figure 14, B1),
which first divides the loft (figure 13, L1) into sub surfaces of which the amount can be set
through numerical sliders. These are exploded, thereby creating separate vertices, which are
connected by lines and then joined. By offsetting the joins and extruding the created faces, the
windows of the façade are set. The open / closed ratio between the posts and windows can be
set by changing the offset distance. The result of the definition is illustrated in figure 16, B2

Figure 14: Grasshopper window definition

Next, the definition of outside blinds is discussed (figure 15, C1). It starts by moving the
boundary line of the lower window frame in the x-direction, which is copied, moved and lofted.
Through subdividing the loft, the blinds are created which can be tuned through scaling
parameters (sliders). Finally, by creating a separate coordinate system, the blinds can be
rotated to the desired angle. The results of the definitions presented in the Rhinoceros
viewport are shown by figure 16, C2
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Figure 15: Grasshopper blind definition

By defining the remaining components of the façade - columns, panels, HVAC and flooring - in
a similar matter as the explained definitions, the parametric model the reactive façade is built
including the boundary walls and floors. The result of the composition of a solution-set is
presented in figure16.

Figure 16: Composition of the solution-set

4.1.4 Logic
Within GH, algorithms are built from left to right. Hence, making changes on the right part of
the definition will not influence the left side. So before the facade can be configurated, the
solution-set is to be calculated. Therefore, the rule-framework is discussed next.

4.2 COMPUTATION OF THE SOLUTION SET
4.2.1 Excel
Microsoft Excel is selected as tool for storing the data of the knowledge base. Because the
program is capable of processing numerical data (writing, reading and converting), graphing
tools and because it possesses mathematical and logical functionality, it meets the
requirements of handling the system input. The program works with a workbook that contains
worksheets. Worksheets contain cells, which have a unique code. This makes it possible to
combine cells through calculations, conversions, etc.
4.2.2 Reactive façade documentation
Within the knowledge base, the product family information is stored. Each defined class has its
own worksheet of product data, which keeps the information well-organized and allows
extension. The information is collected from façade supplier’s documentation. An example of
the sheet containing information about the shading solutions can be found in appendix B.
4.2.2 Rule Framework
Relations - For establishing fuzzy relations between the product family’s components, expert
knowledge is acquired. By means of interviews this quantitative data is collected, of which the
focus point lays on the correlations between the functions and constraints of the intelligent
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façade. The following experts contributed to the knowledge collection of the configuration
system;









Vosselmans (construction)
Somfy (automation)
Romazo (Coordinating organization for hallmark glazing combined with shading)
Trox (Installation)
W-Inst (installation)
Hunter Douglas (daylight analysis and shading)
Verosol (indoor shading screens)
Westland zonwering (in- and outdoor shading)

Based on the expert meetings and available documentation, the relation schemes are built.
Not every scheme has literally been discussed with every expert, but based one there
indications the relation-schemes are created for the CN & FR, FR & FR en S & C. The relations
between the FR & S are based on documentation.
It may be clear we are in the fuzzy domain. The expert did not indicate extreme contradictions,
which may be different when more suppliers get involved. All spoken parties confirm the
complexity of the façade and the relevance of an overview. As practice shows, mistakes are
often made due to lack of collaboration. Especially shading is not adopted yet as a default
façade component, leading to adjustments afterwards. The defined fuzzy relationships
between CN, FR, S and C are found in Appendix C.
4.2.3 Solution set
After building the fuzzy relations, the solution sets are computed based on the customer’s
fuzzy set of needs- and constraints. Figure 17 illustrate the process, which results in two fuzzy
sets of solutions: without constrains (S’) and with constrains (S)
Following, the system rules filter the results:



Rule 1: sets the priority for each class and subclasses (figure 18)
Rule 2: determines contradicting results;
Without constraints: identical values glass- and HVAC class
With constraints: identical values HVAC class



Rule 3: Select Decision Table (DT) for contradicting class. (figure 19)

The chosen solution-set is converted to a binary set, where the value 1 indicates the selected
solution per class. Figure 20 shows the set based on solution-set without constrains
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Figure 17: Calculation of Solution-Sets

Figure 18: Membership function per (Sub) class

Figure 19: Decision-Table for contradiction in the glazing class

Figure 20: Binary set of Solution
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4.3 DISPATCHING THE SOLUTION SET
4.3.1 Coupling
The knowledge base is connected to the modeling environment by an excel reader component
(TT-Toolbox). It can read and write data from and to excel dynamically. The binary set is
brought into GH, where the values of the single solutions are extracted.
Each alternative solution is either dispatched or not. This takes place by evaluating the binary
number of the solution through the formula:

F: x = y
With
X: outcome of particular solution (0 or 1)
Y; Max value of the class (1)
Formula 5
Only if the result is true, the solution is dispatched. This results in the assembling of the
solution-set. Appendix E illustrates this process

4.4 SIMULATION OF THE SOLUTION SET
4.4.1 Tools
Radiance
Radiance is a validated open-source lighting simulation tool. Based on scene input - as
geometry, material, and time - it is capable of simulating real world visualizations through
reverse ray tracing algorithms (Jakubiec and Reinhart, 2011). The engine output the can be
specified by the customer, whereas both numerical and visual data are possible.
EneryPlus
EnergyPlus is an energy analysis and thermal load simulation program. Based on a user's
description of a building from the perspective of the building's physical make-up and
associated mechanical and other systems, EnergyPlus calculates heating and cooling loads
necessary to maintain thermal control set-points, conditions throughout a secondary HVAC
system and coil loads, and the energy consumption of primary plant equipment (EnergyPlus,
2013).
Diva-for-Rhino
DIVA-for-Rhino allows users to carry out a series of environmental performance evaluations of
individual buildings and urban landscapes (diva, 2013). The coupling tool uses multiple
simulation engines for the analysis task, including radiance, EnergyPlus and DaySim. Most of
the functions is accessible from GH.
4.4.2 Solution Properties
Each alternative solution has its own characteristic dimensions and properties. The
dimensions are set by the geometrical parameters, where the material properties are based
on the type of simulation engines. As of different engines are used for simulation, the
properties are separated as well. First, the solution and scene set-up for daylight analysis is
discussed, followed by the thermal performance.
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4.4.3 Daylight analysis
Material properties
The material properties for the daylight analysis are defined by a ‘.rad’ file, which can be
adjusted by a standard text editor. The materials are defined by assigning values to specific
parameters, such as transparency and color. Figure 21 defines the material for solution 3;
insulated glazing.
# Glazing_DoublePane__Argon: Tau_vis = 0.68; SHGC / G-Value= 0.60 W/m2K; U-Value= 1.1W/m2K
# visual transmittance: 68%
# visual transmissivity: 75%
void glass Glazing_DoublePane_Argon_HR++_Solution3
0
0
3
0.75
0.75
0.75
Figure 21: Radiance material properties

Visualization and False Color
The first outputs of the daylight simulation are visualizations and false color images. The
visualizations give a quick impression of the configured solution-set. Both the interior and
exterior can be displayed. The false color image shows the lighting ratio (cd/m2) of the room
from the viewpoint of the user. If the lighting ratio is above a certain value, from which the
lighting amount is experienced as annoying, it is called glare. Based on these images, the
customer can evaluate the appearance of the room, as the function of the shading system. The
GH definition for naming the simulations, setting the camera position and running the
simulation for the knowledge base, is found in Appendix E
Climate-based simulation
For this type of annual daylight analysis, climate-base simulations take into account the
location, orientation and occupancy of the analyzed room. Different types of simulation are
possible, such as Daylight Autonomy (DA), Continues Daylight Autonomy (cDA) and Useful
Daylight Illuminance (UDI). DA and UDI being used for this climate-bases simulation, as they
suffice informing the customer about the façade’s shading performance. DA indicates the
percentage of which the room can be lid only by natural daylighting. UDI shows the
percentage of useful daylight within a room, based on a minimal and maximal threshold.
To measure the amount of daylight entering the room, a sensor grid is used. The node grid is
placed on an average working height; 0.85 m. above the floor. By setting the desired light
amount (500 Lux, office function), each sensor measures the average lux amount, thereby
showing the percentage by which the threshold is reached. By taking the average of the
numerical data of all the sensors, it can be shown what the DA and UDI for the particular
solution-set are, on an annual basis for a shaded state.
Though, for valid results it should be known how often the shading system is opened and
closed on a yearly basis. Therefore, annual-glare probability (AGP) simulations are run for each
possible orientation and base-state. This pre-simulated data is stored in the knowledge base.
The base state does not take any dynamical shading system into account, only the permanent
state – which may be sunglass or selective glass. A sensor is placed near the window (figure
22), which measures how often glare is registered.
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Figure 22: Sensor placement for AGP simulation

Figure 23 shows the AGP scheme for standard glazing, oriented to the south. The threshold for
activating the shading is set on DGP ≥ 0,35. By analyzing the numerical data on the threshold,
the percentage open / closed for the shading is estimated. The final amount of DA and UDI are
calculated by:
DA = (% closed shading ∗ DA closed state) + (% opened shading ∗ DA opened state)
UDI = (% closed shading ∗ UDI closed state) + (% opened shading ∗ UDI opened state)

Figure 23: Visualized AGP results for insulated glazing (solution 3)

The numerical data of the climate-based simulation is sent to the knowledge bases, where
they are converted to graphical data.
4.4.4 Thermal analysis
Material Properties
The material properties for the thermal analysis are defined by ‘.idf’ files. Diva-for-rhino
includes a material component, which allows building custom materials that are directly saved
in the .idf file. The materials are specified by indicating the number of layers, material type and
thickness, or by a fixed insulation value (m²K/W).
Model
Before running thermal simulations, the level of detail (LOD) of the model is lowered. A
simplified model is extracted from the assembled solution-set, which only includes (co)planar
surfaces, of which the normals are directed away from the interior. This water-tight volume is
called a thermal zone. Per simulation, one thermal zone can be analyzed.
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Loads
The outcome of the thermal simulation indicates the annual loads (kWh). Although many
outputs are possible, only four types are selected; heating, cooling, lighting and equipment.
These four outputs are strongly related to the configuration of the reactive façade.
As for the climate based simulation, the location, orientation and occupancy are taken into
account for simulating the annual loads. For the lighting loads, the outcome of the climatebased simulation is used, as this is more accurate than the EnergyPlus simulation daylight
engine (EP: split flux method, Radiance: Ray-tracing) (Jakubiec and Reinhart, 2011). For the
equipment, a default values is chosen which takes into account the people in the room,
computers and the facades equipment.
The annual load for each aspect is specified numerically on a monthly basis. The data is sent to
the knowledge base where it is converted to graphs.
Costs
By multiplying the total annual load with the current electricity price, the annual costs are
computed.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS OF THE PROTOTYPE
After clarifying the functional and technical design of the façade generator, now the calculated
and simulated results of the configuration systems are discussed. The question is answered if
the systems indeed calculates different solution-set with different simulation outcomes, and if
these results are valid.

5.1 CALCULATION OF THE SOLUTION-SET
For the calculation of the solution set, the boundary conditions and customer’s requirements
are filled in the User-Interface (appendix F), as presented in figure 24.

Figure 24: User Interface of the configuration system, tab 1

5.1.1 Verification
Based on the boundary conditions of the RoA, the regulations are checked and the volumes
are calculated. The outcome corresponds with the regulations set by the Dutch building
regulation for the office functions with defined specifications (Bouwbesluit 2012). The solutionset shows one solution per class. When calculating the solution set with constraints, the
glazing changes to “Sunglass” and the shading to “Indoor, Silver, Black”. Therefore, by altering
the needs and constraints, different solution-sets are generated.
5.1.2 Validation
The validation of the outcomes of the solution set with- and without constraints is not a matter
of correct or incorrect. Because of the fuzzy domain, the validation of the solution-set is built
on the expertise of the designer and / or experts.
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Judging by the outcome of the solution-set without constraints, the results appear valid. A
dynamic blinding system offers the most flexibility and control of the daylight and warmth
entering the building through the façade. A different type of glazing than insulated (HR++)
would be inlogical, because it would indicate two different types of shading. Aluminum offers a
lightweight and flexible solution for the construction, more than the alternative steel solution.
Mechanical ventilation offers more control upon the RoA ventilation than naturel supply,
which is likely only to be selected when the RoA activity demands low noise. The type of panel
has the highest U-Value of the two possible solutions, therefore meeting the requirements set
by the customer. Based on this evaluation, founded on expert knowledge, the outcome of the
solution-set without constraints - aiming for maximal customer’s utility - seems valid.
Looking at the outcome of the solution sets with constraints, the outcomes of the shading and
glazing changes. When calculating the solution-set without constraints, the option for exterior
blinds as shading system cannot be calculated anymore as a solution. This corresponds to the
expert knowledge; in comparison to screens, blinds are more expensive, needs more
maintenance and are harder to transport. The solution for the glass (sunglass), in combination
with the indoor shading (Silverscreen, Black) functions as a solid combination of solution for
these specific needs and constraints. Sunglass filters the visible light entering the building, as
the black silver screen blocks warmth (infrared-light) entering the RoA. The panel changes to
80mm thick, because of lower costs. As for the remaining classes, it can be said that the
difference between the alternative solutions are too minimal for them to change. When
changing the importance of the needs, all the classes indicated different solutions except
construction and artificial lighting. A likely reason for the construction material not changing is
caused by poor material selection. Nowadays, steel in not frequently being used anymore for
window post purposes, is has been replaced by aluminum and Polyvinyl chloride (PVC).
Though, because for a curtain wall the frame / post has a constructive function, and for the
solution set a minimal of two alternative where required, it was adopted as a solution. The
reason the artificial lighting solution does not change, is because (1) the alternative solutions
are too identical and (2) the solution has a relative low correlation to the function of the
façade.

5.2 SIMULATION OF THE SOLUTION-SET
The first step of the performance analysis is to visualize the indicated RoA and calculated
solution-set. Figure 25 shows the interior visualization in the UI.
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Figure 25: User Interface of the configuration system, tab 2

5.2.1 Verification
The script imposes to configurate and render the calculated solution set. The geometry
corresponds to the solution-set and boundary conditions. By altering the solution-set, the
model is automatically updated. Therefore, the correct geometrical product family is
assembled for analysis. The view can be switched between in-and exterior. From the same
perspective, the glare is simulated (21 June, 12.00h). For the configuration of the solution-set
without constraints, figure 26 shows the false color image result.

Figure 26: False color image of solution-set

Next, the annual daylight analysis is run for the solution-set, simulating Daylight Autonomy
(DA) and Useful daylight illuminance (UDI). The average outcomes are calculated - DA 24.,8 %,
UDI 67,6% - and the numerical values of each grid sensor is sent to the knowledge base (figure
27, Top). Within the knowledge base, the means per grid line are calculated and converted into
a graph (Figure 27, Bottom).
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Figure 27: Outcome of climate-based daylight simulation. Left the DA and right the UDI

Following, the annual energy performance of the solution-set is simulated. Just like the
geometry corresponds to the defined solution set, so does the model used for thermal
analysis. The results of the configuration is sent to the knowledge base (figure 28, top), after
which data is converted to a graph (figure 28, Bottom). Both daylight and energy simulations
generate the desired data needed for the evaluation of the configuration set.
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Figure 28: Outcome of thermal simulation

5.2.2 Validation
The two discussed solution sets are validated and compared, which is a part of the
configuration system as well. The configurations are labeled by a version. In the following part
of this chapter, these versions indicated:



v1: Solution-Set without constraints; Blinds & HR++ glazing
v2: Solution-Set with constraints; Silver-screen (black) & Sunglass

Visualization
Looking at the validity of the visualizations, there can be concluded that they are correct,
although minimalistic. However, as the function of the visualizations is to give the customer a
monotone impression of what the configuration looks like; they suffice. Figure 29 illustrates
the visualization of the in- and exterior of the configurations. Only the type of shading and
glazing differ for one another.

Figure 29: Solution-Set visualizations. Left pair: v1 | Right pair: v2

False-Color
The glare visualizations are useful for the configuration evaluation. By comparing the Candela
per square meter (cd/m2) values, they show expected results. The black silver screen v2 (figure
30, bottom pair) shows a minimal penetration of visible light, as does the blinds system,
although the blinds permit visibility from the inside to outside. The standard insulation-grazing
illustrates a higher cd/m2 value than the sunglass. As for indicating and comparing the
daylight entering the room for each solution-set, the false color images are valid.
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Figure 30: False color images: Top: v1| Bottom: v2

Climate-Based
The Annual Glare Probability simulation indicates the open / closed state of the two discussed
solution sets (figure 31). The base of the insulated glazing indicated more glare than the
sunglass base-state, which meets the expectation. By indicating the version of the
configuration, the different results are comparable within the configuration system.

v1: Blinds + Insulated glazing
v2: Interior screen, black + sunglass

Opened (%)
76
93

Closed (%)
24
7

Figure 31: AGP simulation outcome. Top: APG base state insulated glazing v1 | Middle: APG base state
sunglass v2 | Bottom: averaged states
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The results of the AGP simulation are combinded with the DA and UDI simulation (figure 32
and 33). This leads to the annual DA and UDI percentage for the given configuration. The
results meet the expectations. V1 offers more control upon the daylight entering the building
than v2. The compared results are shown in figure 34.

Figure 32: Climate based simulations outcome v1. Left Pair; v1 Opened state DA and UD I | Right Pair; v1
Closed state DA and UDI

Figure 33: Climate based simulations outcome v2. Left Pair; Opened state DA and UD v2 | Right Pair;
Closed state DA and UDI v2

v1: Blinds + Insulated glazing
v2: Interior screen, black + sunglass

DA (%)
39,7
13,9

UDI (%)
68,1
51,9

Figure 34: Climate based solution-set comparison. Top left: graph DA v1 and v2| Top right: graph UDI v1
and v2 | Bottom: average v1 and v2
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Thermal
As similar to the daylight simulation, for thermal analysis two simulation are run for each
solution-set; for the open- and closed state. By means of the AGP simulation, these values are
merged. The graphs are presented in figure 35. When comparing the total load and thereby
the cost, the configuration with sunglass and screen scores the lowest. Due to the glass
properties, more solar and visible light is kept out of the room, resulting in a relatively higher
cooling load than the other simulation. The results correspond to those simulated by Ochea et
al. (2012)

v1

v2

v1: Blinds + Insulated glazing
v2: Interior screen, black + sunglass

kWh
5921
5509

Costs (€)
696
648

Figure 35: Energy performance solution-set comparison. Top Left v1 | Top Right: v2 | Bottom: overview
including costs
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION and FUTURE WORK
6.1 CONCLUSION
The configuration process passes through three stages. Firstly, the customer defines the
conditions of the building, after which the system checks whether or not these meet the
requirements imposed by the government. The current regulation set can be expanded.
Secondly, the customer specifies his/her criteria for the intelligent façade, after which the
system calculates a solution-set. Finally, the results of step 1 and 2 are combined into one
model, which is then simulated for daylight and energy performance. Different solution-sets
can be compared with one another through visualized plots of the daylight autonomy, usable
daylight, annual energy usage and costs.
Based on the results it can be concluded that the developed prototype is a contribution to the
design problem of reactive façades. By comparing alternatives, well-founded decisions can be
made. The system provides the customer with a framework in which he/she can make further
aesthetical design choices - such as ratio and colors. In addition, after the calculation process,
the model can be used for further analysis (e.g. CFD), production and/or visualization.
The system contributes to a collaborative design approach. Through involvement of all parties
in the initial design phase, it will lead to a better representation of everyone’s interest. Besides
decreasing the chance of construction errors and therefore the costs, it results in integral
design. During the configuration process, the customer is deliberately kept for overruling the
system by manual selecting of the solution-set; all listed components are important for the
façade system to function optimally.
The presented methodology can be used to solve similar problems. The manner in which the
customer’s requirements are compared with the expert’s opinion, the coupling of tools, and
the evaluation of the outcomes, can be applied to other product-families in a similar way. Only
the interpretation of the relationship-schemes and the structure of the script have to be
adapted accordingly.
The developed prototype also has its limitations. The script of the parametric model is hard to
pass on, since the simulation is time-consuming and only rectangular shaped façades can be
configurated. As the outcomes of the configuration are based on expert knowledge, they are
inherently defined on experience. If the outcome does not meet the expectation, the relation
schemes are to be built from scratch.
The developed configuration system is of value in the design of an intelligent façade system.
The customer can quickly make decisions about design aspects. Furthermore, the system is
based on cooperation between the parties involved in developing and building the façade
system. However, there are still (practical) aspects that need to be overcome for optimal
usages of the application.
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6.2 FUTURE WORK
Further research could focus on the expansion of configuration the system. For example, there
are other parameters that can be added to the model. Where now the architectural choice is
omitted, some aspects might be adopted for better serving the needs of the customer – e.g.
window distribution and ratio. Furthermore, it is interesting to adopt the space behind the
façade in the configuration process as well; what impact has the solution-set on the materialand color usage of the space? For these extensions, an assessment should be made between
the complexity and the usability.
For the calculation of the solution-set, a useful addition to this research could be exploring
how should be dealt with identical outcomes. Especially when the amount of solutions in the
database increases, this may needs to be addressed. As a consequence, the system may no
longer be fuzzy and start resembling a Bayesian belief network?
Finally, it is desirable to reduce the duration of the simulations. This is for example possible by
incorporating cloud-simulation into the process, wherein the total calculation becomes
distributed over a number of computers. This will significantly increase the usability of the
program.
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CHAPTER 8
APPENDIX

Appendix A

Chapter

Amount Units

2. Safety
Fire-Safety

90 (min.)

3. Health
Sound prevention

35 (dB(A))

Ventilation

23,4 (m³/h)

Daylight (minimal)

1 Lux

Daylight (recommendation)

500 Lux

4. Utility
Minimal room width

1,8 (m.)

Minimal room height

2,6 (m.)

5. Energy Saving
≤ U-Value

2,2 (m²K/W)

Figure 36: Regulatory example according to the ‘bouwbesluit 2012’
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Appendix B

Figure 37: Shading example of the product family suppliers documentation.
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Appendix C

Figure 38: Membership matrix between the universal set of U and F (Rel1), and fuzzy functional network

Figure 39: Membership matrix between the universal set of U and F (Rel3)

Figure 40: Example of the max-min composition
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Figure 41: Membership matrix between the universal set Rel2 and Rel3 (Rel4)

Figure 42: Membership matrix between the universal set S and C (Rel5)
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Appendix D

Figure 43: importing procedure the solution from excel to grasshopper

Figure 44: Grasshopper script definition; dispatching procedure and geometry specification

Appendix E

Figure 45: Grasshopper script definition; setting camera position, running simulation and naming of
simulat
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Appendix F

Figure 46: First tab of the UI of the façade configuration system, which set the context for the problem and
calculates the solution set

Private Sub CommandButton7_Click()
'Selects sheet of specific name
Sheets("InterfaceOptions").Select
'Set values of combobox
Range("A12").Value = ComboBox1.Value
Range("B12").Value = ComboBox2.Value
Range("C12").Value = ComboBox3.Value
Range("D12").Value = ComboBox4.Value
Range("E12").Value = ComboBox5.Value
Range("F12").Value = ComboBox6.Value
Range("H12").Value = Val(TextBox1.Text)
Range("I12").Value = Val(TextBox2.Text)
Range("J12").Value = Val(TextBox3.Text)
Range("K12").Value = Val(TextBox4.Text)
'Load Regulations
TextBox5.Value = Range("A16").Value
TextBox6.Value = Range("B16").Value
TextBox7.Value = Range("C16").Value
TextBox8.Value = Range("D16").Value
TextBox9.Value = Range("E16").Value
TextBox10.Value = Range("F16").Value
TextBox11.Value = Range("G16").Value
TextBox12.Value = Range("H16").Value
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'Load Area and Volume
TextBox13.Value = Range("I16").Value
TextBox14.Value = Range("J16").Value
End Sub
Private Sub OptionButton47_Click()
'Selects sheet of specific name
Sheets("RelationSchemes").Select
Range("J46").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "0.0"
End Sub

Appendix G

Figure 47: Second tab of the UI of the façade configuration system, which allows simulation and showing
the results

Private Sub CommandButton12_Click()
'selects sheet of specific name
Sheets("SimulatieAansturing").Select
'Set values of combobox
Range("A9").Value = ComboBox8.Value
Range("B9").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "On"
End Sub
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Private Sub CommandButton15_Click()
'selects sheet of specific name
Sheets("SimulatieAansturing").Select
Range("B9").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "Off"
'Set values of combobox
Range("A9").Value = ComboBox8.Value
Range("C9").Value = ComboBox9.Value
'Load type of image
If Range("A9").Text = "Interior" And Range("C9").Text = "Visualisation" Then
Image1.Picture =
LoadPicture("C:\DIVA\Daylight\Grasshopper\Projects\InteriorVisualisation47Visualization\InteriorVisualisation47.bmp")
End If
If Range("A9").Text = "Interior" And Range("C9").Text = "Glare" Then
Image1.Picture =
LoadPicture("C:\DIVA\Daylight\Grasshopper\Projects\InteriorVisualisation47Visualization\InteriorVisualisation47_fc.bmp")
End If
If Range("A9").Text = "Exterior" And Range("C9").Text = "Visualisation" Then
Image1.Picture =
LoadPicture("C:\DIVA\Daylight\Grasshopper\Projects\ExteriorVisualisation47Visualization\ExteriorVisualisation47.bmp")
End If
If Range("A9").Text = "Exterior" And Range("C9").Text = "Glare" Then
Image1.Picture =
LoadPicture("C:\DIVA\Daylight\Grasshopper\Projects\ExteriorVisualisation47Visualization\ExteriorVisualisation47_fc.bmp")
End If
End Sub
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